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� In this issue, we feature the best 
peacock bass fishing bargain in Brazil ... 
period.  In fact, costing less per day 
than most guided trips right near your 
home, this may  just be the best fishing 
value you’ll find anywhere! 
 

� Fishing Techniques - Once again, we 
offer specialized peacock bass fishing 
tips.  This time we focus on the 
Woodchopper, the most thrilling top-
water strike inducer ever to get wet.  
Learn the tactics to succeed on the 
fishing trip of a lifetime. 

    Well, I’ve been home since the 
end of March, when our Exotic 
fishing season came to a close.  As 
soon as I got home, I began guid-
ing  shad charters here to help me 
come down to earth more easily 
from my great 2001/2002 season 
in South America.  Some north-
eastern trout kept me busy for 
awhile, then stripers to keep a line 
wet in late May.  As our waters 
warmed, I started largemouth 
fishing and now, in late June, I’m 
starting to look the summer fish-
ing doldrums in the eye.  I hate to 
say it, but there’s only one thought 
in my head right now.  PEACOCK 
BASS!  My season doesn’t start 
for another 3 months but my mind 
is already returning to Brazil.  I 
can’t wait to get back to pursuing 
the world’s greatest gamefish 
again  ….. PR  

     Acute Angling’s fall ‘2002 Yacht Expedi-
tion provides more of everything that every 
angler wants.  Our tremendous mobility al-
lows us to cover more water and reach more 
remote locations.  Four distinct fisheries, over 
350 miles of water offer more fishing oppor-
tunities than you can cover.  And, the rich 
waters of the Rio Matupiri basin hold more 
fish than most other peacock bass regions.   
       More fishing is 
always good, but 
there’s even more.  
The air-
conditioned Ama-
zon Angel provides 
more comfort than 
just about any 
other way of ac-
cessing the vast 
Amazon basin.  
Our superb cooks 
provide more 
great food than you can possibly eat.  Our 
guides and yacht staff provide more superior 
service than a five star hotel.   Want more? 
     There is no place more amazing in the 
entire world!  The lowlands of the central 
Amazon basin hold the largest peacock bass in 

the world - and that’s a great thing,... But there’s 
lots more.  This extraordinary, vast  rainforest is 
also home to the world’s greatest biodiversity.  
It’s unique, pulsative ecology causes some of the 
weirdest seasonal changes anywhere.  Water 
levels rise and fall up to 40 feet!  Vast floodplain 
jungles border some of the only ancient forests 
still unexplored by Western man.  Pink dolphins 
swim under your boat and steal your fish.   

        This is a land without 
roads.  The rivers are the 
highways.  Villages along 
the banks are home to na-
tive people living a simpler, 
more primitive lifestyle 
than you can imagine.  Still 
want more? 
     Want to bring your wife, 
your dad, your son?  This is 
the perfect trip.  The com-

fortable yacht makes it a 
simple and pleasant matter 

to relax when they’ve had enough fishing.  (I 
know, you never have enough, but to your con-
stant amazement, others sometimes do).  Your 
partner can read a book, bring a laptop, listen to 
music, take a snooze, all in air-conditioned com-
fort and absolute security.  Or, I can take guests 

Fall ‘2002 Peacock Bass Yacht Trip 
The Most Trip for the Money….Anywhere! 

trekking, or birding or on a visit to a native village.  Meanwhile you 
and your guide can forge ahead exploring some of the best peacock 
bass waters in the world.  There’s still more. 
     Our fall yacht trips are the lowest priced, top quality trips avail-
able anywhere!  You get 6+ full days of guided world-class fishing, 
comfortable accommodations, delicious food, exemplary service and 
a tour of the greatest wilderness in the world—for $1950.  And to 
ensure that you enjoy your trip, I’ll be there, on-site, fishing with 
you, making certain that every aspect of our journey works as 
planned, and more.  If you’ve been dreaming about fishing for the 
world’s greatest gamefish but held off because you’ve worried that 
it’s too dangerous, too uncomfortable or too expensive, you’ve just 
run out of excuses.  Join us this fall!                               ………..PR 
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Hundreds of Miles of Brazil’s Best Peacock Bass Water 

The comfortable Amazon Angel carries fishermen 
into beautiful, remote peacock bass waters. 



 

original Indian tribes) overlook some of the river’s strategic 
travel points.  A northern tributary, the Tupana can also 
offer fine fishing. 
 

     At the mouth of the Matupiri, the Rio Preto widens into 
the strange, fish-laden Lago Tacuia.  A vast 40 mile long 
flooded forest, Tacuia is a lake without real shorelines.  It’s 
convoluted flooded forest structure provides cover not only 
for peacock bass, but for a wide range of Amazonian 
aquatic species.  “Tucuxi” and “boto” dolphins patrol its 
open waters, while the quiet flats hold manatee and the 
giant, prehistoric, air-breathing piraruccu (arapaima).  Pea-
cock bass of all sizes can be found in its shallow standing 
timber, along its deep points and in its serpentine feeder 
streams.  Even when water levels elsewhere in the system 
are running high, this strange and mysterious place pro-
vides excellent access to great numbers of peacock bass. 
 

     The Rio Matupiri is our ultimate destination.  Totally un-
inhabited, this gorgeous waterway offers anglers 100 miles 
of lagoon studded fishery.  There’s more structure and fish 
habitat here than you can cover in a lifetime.  Closed to 
commercial fishing and the general public, the Amazon An-
gel has been given exclusive permission to fish this river’s 
pristine waters by the caboclo village of Piranha, on the Rio 
Preto.  Giant, open water lagoas, narrow, creek-like iga-
rapes, small sloughs, oxbows and flooded igapos offer an 
amazing variety of fishable water off of the main river, while 
on the river, lagoon mouths, steep barrancas and plentiful 
standing timber provide even more fish-holding structure. 
 

     Winding from the west, a big, wide feeder stream, Iga-
rape Acu meanders right through pristine rainforest.  This 
waterway has yielded many big peacocks during very low 
water.  At the southern end of the region of lagoons, the 

Matupiri narrows, becom-
ing a riverbank fishery.  
Parana Coari, (a cut 
caused by seasonal flood-
ing) provides a rare bit of 
fast water and defines a 
long structure-laden island.    

     New sights, new experi-
ences and new fishing wa-
ter to explore, greet the 
peacock bass angler every 
day in this amazing place.  
At any given time, there 
are areas with perfect wa-
ter levels here.  The Ama-
zon Angel’s great mobility, 
combined with the region’s 
huge range of water types, 

allows us to probe this entire vast system, find the best 
conditions and concentrate our efforts where the fish are.  
Our anglers are assured of the greatest possible opportu-
nity for success and fulfillment on their trip of a lifetime. 
     ...PR 

     In 1540, Francisco de Orellana became the  first Euro-
pean to begin exploring the Amazon.  Almost 500 years 
later we begin our own Amazon journey, retracing a por-
tion of Orellana’s route.  Once we leave the settled areas 
of Manaus and Borba we can quickly see that not a lot has 
changed in the Amazon’s backcountry in nearly half a mil-
lennium.  The biggest difference perhaps is in us.  We’re 
sitting in air-conditioned comfort, sipping a caipirinha 
(Brazil’s national drink) in our yacht’s lounge as it steams 
its way along the fantastic river systems of the Amazon. 
 

     The Amazon basin makes its own weather.  The rain-
forest’s strange cycle of flood and dry weather circulates 
counterclockwise throughout the Amazon.  The optimal 
season for peacock bass fishing follows directly behind.  
As the floods begin to withdraw from 
the southern part of the basin in July 
and August, the Rio Madeira drainage 
becomes transformed into the hottest 
fishery in South America during the 
months of September and October.  
And that’s exactly where we’re headed. 
 

     We start our journey on the main bodies of the Amazon 
and the Madeira Rivers, the superhighways of the Amazon 
Basin.  Here the waters are clouded with suspended parti-
cles washed out of the distant Andes Mountains.  The rich 
sediment provides a fertile base for the region’s flooded 
forests, the world’s densest fish nursery.  Pink “boto” dol-
phins can be seen cavorting in the coffee colored waters 
of these giant rivers, feeding on dense, silver schools of 
“piaba” (baitfish) or the always tasty piranha. 
 

     As we leave the main rivers for the network of smaller 
tributaries, we enter a different, more primitive, world.  
Near the mouth of the 
Rio Preto, we can ac-
cess the clear black wa-
ters of the Rio Autaz 
Mirrim.  This river’s 
complex network of 
channels, oxbows and 
lagoons holds very big 
peacock bass.  When 
water levels are right, 
we’ll probe this fishery 
for its lunkers and use 
the opportunity to fine-
tune our gear and our 
fishing techniques for 
the giant fishery lying 
just beyond. 
 

     Next, we reach the 
wide Rio Preto, offering a varied range of fishable water.  
It’s many points, islands and lagoons hold peacocks of all 
sizes, while its rocky outcroppings offer the fly-fisherman 
wonderful action just an easy cast away.  Small “caboclo”  
villages (Portuguese speaking descendants of the region’s 

The Amazon Angel Peacock Route 
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The ‘2002 Amazon Angel Trip Itineraries 

 - Group 3 - 
 

Wed, Oct. 9th - Depart Miami 5:40PM on Aeropostal flight VH503. 
Thurs, Oct. 10th - Arrive in Manaus at 12:30 AM, clear customs and 
meet our agent who will transfer you to a nearby motel until morning, 
then transfer to the domestic airport for a charter flight to Borba.  
Board the Amazon Angel here and navigate to the fishery.  Spend the 
morning preparing your tackle and do some fishing by the afternoon.  
Friday through Wednesday - Six full fishing days 
Wednesday Evening - The Amazon Angel begins navigation back to 
Manaus (25 hours).  Arrive before dawn the next morning.  
Thursday, October 17th. - Early morning transfer to the International 
airport to board Aeropostal flight # VH 903 at 7:30 AM.  Arrive in 
Miami at 3:40 PM.  

Joe Crane, pictured with his dad, Ned, caught this 21 and 
1/2 pound monster in the lagoons of the upper Matupiri 

This beautiful peacock fell for a red and yellow 
 streamer fly cast against a rocky bank on the Rio Preto. 

Anglers fish in pairs from fast and stable,  
     guide-operated,  aluminum boats 

The tragic events of September 11th, 2001 left airlines and schedules in complete disarray.  After a half year of schedule changes and 
route cancellations, stable  international flight schedules have finally emerged from the chaos.  Aeropostal Airlines is now offering a 
daily flight from Miami to Manaus, Brazil via a one-hour stop in Caracas, Venezuela.  Although arrival and departure times differ from 
past years, the daily flight gives us the flexibility to tailor our trips to follow suit.  Each group below has a slightly different itinerary. 

 - Group 2 - 
 
 

Wed, Oct. 2nd - Depart Miami 5:40PM on Aeropostal flight VH503. 
Thurs, Oct. 3rd - Arrive in Manaus at 12:30 AM, clear customs and 
meet our agent who will transfer you to a nearby motel until morning, 
then transfer to the domestic airport for a charter flight to Borba.  
Board the Amazon Angel here and navigate to the fishery.  Spend the 
morning preparing your tackle and do some fishing by the afternoon.  
Friday through Wednesday - Six full fishing days 
Wednesday Evening - The Amazon Angel heads to Borba. 
Thursday, October 10th. - Transfer to Borba airport for charter flight 
to Manaus.  Arrive at Manaus domestic airport by noon then transfer to 
the Tropical Hotel.  Relax and enjoy the great facilities or take off on 
an afternoon’s  sightseeing adventure.  Overnight at the Tropical. 
 Friday, October 11th - Early morning transfer to the International 
airport to board Aeropostal flight # VH 903 at 7:30 AM.  Arrive in 
Miami at 3:40 PM.  

 - Group 1 - 
 
 

Wed, Sept. 25th - Depart Miami 5:40PM on Aeropostal flight VH503. 
Thursday, Sept. 26th - Arrive in Manaus at 12:30 AM, clear customs 
and meet our agent who will transfer you to the Amazon Angel, wait-
ing at the Tropical Hotel pier.  Relax, unwind and get some rest in 
your cabin while the crew begins navigation to the fishery (25 hours). 
Friday, Sept. 27th - The Amazon Angel arrives at the fishery before 
dawn.  Begin your first full fishing day. 
Saturday through Wednesday - Five more full fishing days 
Wednesday Evening - The Amazon Angel heads to Borba. 
Thursday, October 3rd. - Transfer to Borba airport for charter flight 
to Manaus.  Arrive at Manaus domestic airport by noon then transfer 
to the Tropical Hotel.  Relax and enjoy the great facilities or take off 
on an afternoon’s  sightseeing adventure.  Overnight at the Tropical. 
 Friday, October 4th - Early morning transfer to the International 
airport to board Aeropostal flight # VH 903 at 7:30 AM.  Arrive in 
Miami at 3:40 PM. 



     The big, Luhr-Jensen woodchopper and its variants are, 
without a doubt, the classic peacock bass surface lures.  Since 
the early days of peacock fishing in the Amazon, the incredible, 
explosive strikes triggered by this oversized, over-noisy beast 
of a plug has made it the angler’s favorite. 
     Although just 
dragging this noisy 
lure (and its varia-
tions) through the 
water is often enough to aggravate peacocks into attacking, 
several techniques can make it even more productive.  This 
article will cover some of the basics. 
     Casting it - The first challenge is simply getting this big, 
heavy thing out there.  If you’re a baitcaster aficionado, the job 
is relatively simple.  Use a medium-heavy or heavy (preferred) 
rod.  Make sure you have a fast retrieve reel (6:1 or better).  Set 
up your reel’s counterbalances for the lure’s weight and train 
your thumb to avoid backlashes.  Then just tie it directly onto 
the line 
and let 
the 
lure’s 
weight 
do its 
stuff.  Baitcasting gear will let you place your lure simply and 
effectively with no additional rigging. 
     If you’re throwing a spinning rod, however, a little bit of 
pre-rigging will help make a greater percentage of your casts 
effective.  The heavy weight of these baits causes the line to 
accelerate rapidly off the face of a spinning reel.  A little bit of 
tumble or a headwind can cause the lure to snag the line in 
flight, negating your cast.  This can be minimized, if not totally 
avoided, by the following steps. 
     First, use a lure with the weight bias to the rear, to help pre-
vent tumble.  One of the woodchopper variations, the Amazon 
Ripper is built this way right out of the box.  Some guides and 

anglers prefer to reverse the components of the standard wood-
chopper, thus maintaining a three treble hook array.  Secondly, 
use a stiff leader to help keep distance between the flying lure 
and the loops of line.  A sixty pound test wire leader (cut off the 
swivel to minimize nose weight) works fine.  (See Figure 1).  
Finally, practice casting using a slinging motion to help keep 
the line behind the lure.  Using these techniques, a skillful spin-

caster can equal or outperform the efficacy of a baitcaster for 
this application. 
     Moving it - The woodchopper is most effective when 
moved in short, rooster-tailing jerks.  The key to this retrieve is 
to develop a rhythmic motion.  (Figure 2).  Length can vary 

from short snaps to 
yard-long rips and 
speed can vary from 
slow to fast depend-

ing on conditions, but the sound and movement should remain 
consistent within each retrieve.  
     In order to maintain a good rhythm, to keep your line tight  
and to stay in position to set the hook in a striking fish, it’s 
important to always keep your rod in front of you.  (Figure 3).  
Begin your rip with the rod pointing directly at the lure (Pos. 
1).  Using your forearm and snapping your wrist, load the rod 
and rip the lure (Pos. 2), stopping the rod within 90 degrees of 
its starting point (the blue arc). Quickly crank up the slack.  

Never let your 
rod get behind 
you (as in the red 
position) and 
never let your 
line get slack.  It 

will take you out of a good hooksetting position and will dis-
rupt your ability to maintain a consistent fish attracting rhythm. 
      Locating it - Peacocks make lightning fast attack deci-
sions.  Three strategies for placing your bait effectively and 
moving it through high percentage locations will help to maxi-
mize the number of strike decisions you trigger and optimize 
the efficacy of every cast.  First, cast at structure; the closer 
you land to standing timber, pockets between logs and shore-
line points, the more likely you are to land on a laid-up pea-
cock’s head and instigate an instantaneous strike.  Secondly, 
move your lure along structure;  Casting so that your plug can 
either cross or parallel lay-down logs, points, shallow saddles, 

drop-offs or timber lines can increase your opportunity to get 
the attention of a cruising peacock and trigger a pursuit.  Fi-
nally, take advantage of opportunities;  Cast directly at surface 
disturbances, scattering baitfish and, of course, feeding pea-
cocks.  Use a combination of these techniques whenever possi-
ble and help yourself catch more fish with every cast.         
  …..Continued on Page 5 …. 

Peacock Bass Fishing Tactics & Techniques 
How to Succeed with the Big-Game Woodchopper 
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Lure 
Clip Stiff Wire Leader w/swivel Removed 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Woodchopper Retrieve Positioning 



Introducing Garry Reiss - Where Your Job Ends, His Begins! 
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Acute Angling Client ServicesAcute Angling Client ServicesAcute Angling Client ServicesAcute Angling Client Services    
as successful as possible we have included information and in-
structions for access to the Tackle-Box.net website, our special-
ized on-line fishing tackle shop.  Here, you can purchase the 
tackle and lures geared specifically to the trip you’ve chosen.  
Simply use the Tackle Wizard to guide you through the choices 
and prepare a package with all the items you need to maximize 
your fishing experience. 
     Our job is still not done.  Approximately three months prior to 
your departure, you’ll receive our Ticketing and Visa Package, 
containing key materials and important information relating to 
your travel.  This package includes the documentation necessary, 
to secure your visa (and a passport, if needed) in a timely, eco-

nomical and hassle free manner.  Materi-
als include a visa requirement sheet, visa 
application and instructions, as well as a 
consular letter, which must be submitted 
to obtain a visa.  To make this process as 
easy and efficient as possible, we have 
partnered with Zierer Visa Service, a pro-
fessional visa and document processing 
organization.  They provide extremely 
quick turn around, flawless handling and 
they’re sensitive to the needs of Acute 
Angling’s clientele. 
     Also included is a domestic travel in-

formation form to be returned to Acute Angling so that we know 
where you are and when.  In order to keep our fishing groups 
together and make the arrival to your destination simple and 
smooth, we book your international air flights from Miami to 
Brazil.  As a further service to our clients, we offer you the option 
of booking your domestic flights, as well.  This often allows for 
somewhat better prices and an easier transfer from domestic to 
international flights. 
        Our job still doesn’t end here.  We’re always available to 
answer your questions, make suggestions or help you iron out 
problems that may arise prior to your trip.  We continue to serve 
you as hosts and guides during your trip, right up until the time 
you board your flight to return home with stories of an experience  
you will never forget.  Happy fishing.                …..Garry Reiss 

     So you finally did it.  Somehow you found the time, you jug-
gled your schedule, you convinced your spouse and made it a real-
ity.  You carefully chose the date, the fishery and the type of trip 
that suits your needs.  Getting to this point has been hard work.  
After endless hours of reading, consulting and researching you 
finally made the  phone call to our office. You’ve made your reser-
vation for the trip  you’ve been dreaming about…Peacock Bass 
fishing in the Amazon.  Now the fruits of your labor lie ahead: a 
week of fishing in the pristine waters in one of Brazil’s many fish-
laden rivers. 
     Your job is basically done, but ours is just beginning.  After an 
angler has confirmed his booking, our staff goes to work arranging 
all of the components that will make your 
journey to the Amazon as smooth and 
enjoyable as possible.  It begins with the 
reservation package that is assembled for 
each angler, specific to his chosen fishing 
destination.  Each traveler receives a Pre-
trip Questionnaire to fill out and return to 
our offices.  This document helps us pre-
pare for your trip and enables our staff in 
Brazil to make you as comfortable as pos-
sible.  The questionnaire gives us basic 
information about each customer, as well 
as feedback on preferences regarding 
travel, visa and passport needs.  We’ll be 
able to determine what extra steps may be needed to assure that 
your trip meets your expectations. 
     Also included in the reservation package are a number of as-
sorted information documents that help the angler prepare for his 
trip.  The pre-trip information package, and pre-trip checklist con-
tain valuable information to help you prepare.  Many topics are 
covered, and most common questions are answered within the text.  
Thoroughly reading this information will assure that you have the 
right gear for your trip, and will give you background as to what to 
expect when you reach your camp.  We also include an optional 
trip insurance package, which enables travelers to purchase partial 
or complete travel insurance packages from a major carrier.  In 
order to serve all of our client’s needs and make their fishing trip 

     Setting the Hook - Sometimes 
peacocks may strike a little behind a 
bait.  When they miss, try not to react 
prematurely.  Keep moving the bait 
forward and look for a second strike.  
Often, a slight speed-up may help to 
trigger a more direct attack.  Some-
times a peacock will strike two, three 
or even more times.  Don’t panic and 
don’t pull the bait away.  When the 
fish takes your lure, wait until you 
feel the fish’s weight and then strike 
solidly.  This is not always a simple 
matter with peacocks.  Their bony 
mouth makes it imperative to strike 

hard and sometimes repeatedly.  
Sharp hooks always help. 
     Woodchopper Variants - There 
are several excellent variations on 
the original woodchopper theme.  
All are fine products and offer a 
variety of differing characteristics 
and specifications, making them 
each useful for specific situational 
purposes.  The well-equipped angler 
should carry samples of each type in 
a variety of colors appropriate for 
the specific fishery and water type. 
     All of these products and more 
are available at Tackle-Box.net 

Fishing with the Big-Game Woodchopper ...Continued... 
 

The original, standard Wood-
chopper is an excellent basic 
peacock bass lure. 
 

 

The Amazon Ripper works 
great with spinning tackle 
and is easy to troll. 
 

 

Highroller’s well made 
Riproller offers lighter  
weight and a fine finish. 
 

 

The Jerk ‘n’ Sam is well-
suited to quieter, slower 
retrieve situations. 



‘2002 / ‘2003 Featured Trip Schedule‘2002 / ‘2003 Featured Trip Schedule‘2002 / ‘2003 Featured Trip Schedule‘2002 / ‘2003 Featured Trip Schedule    
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NOTE - We can book the trips shown above at alternative, non-featured dates - Pricing, however,  may vary and we will not be hosting 
those dates.  Acute Angling can also book you on a full array of exotic fishing trips to other locations... Costa Rica for Tarpon, Mongo-

lia for Taimen, Australia  for Barramundi, even New Guinea for Black Bass!  Call us and let us know where you’d like to fish! 

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime! 
Contact Paul Reiss at  (908) 832-2987          Contact Garry Reiss at (908) 431-1668     -     FAX (908) 832-2989        

Acute Angling   -   P.O. Box 18 - Califon, NJ 07830 
 Website: www.AcuteAngling.com - E-mail: Preiss@AcuteAngling.com  

    

Fall 2002 - PEACOCK BASS TRIPS - BRAZIL 
Depart Return Days of Fishing Location Price Availability Description 

Fall 2002 - Amazon Angel Yacht Trip - Fly-in Itinerary  - Matupiri River Our most popular trip and a perfect introduction to peacock 
bass.  Explore Amazonia on a comfortable, air-conditioned 
yacht.  Our mobility allows access to 300 miles of majestic 
waters.  Excellent daily catch averages (20 - 30/day) with an 
average size of 5 pounds.  Fish in the teens are quite common 
and monsters over 21 pounds were taken here   Return each 
evening to the comfort and security of the yacht. 

Sept. 25th, 2002  Oct.4 6 days of  fishing  Brazil $1950 - 5 openings - 

Oct. 2th, 2002  Oct. 11 6 days of  fishing  Brazil $1950 - 5 openings - 

Oct. 9th, 2002  Oct. 17 6 days of  fishing  Brazil $1950 - 4 openings - 

Fall 2002 - Fly-in Safari Camp - Live amid the Amazon’s mystery  
 

Live in comfortable floating bungalows.  Dark water in this 
consistently productive river favors surface action and explo-
sive topwater strikes.  Excellent daily catch averages (12 - 20/
day) and a high proportion of trophies up to 24 lbs.  

Dec. 3rd, 2002  Dec. 12 6 days of  fishing  Brazil $1995 - FULL  - 

Dec. 10th, 2002  Dec. 19 6 days of  fishing  Brazil $1995 - 5 openings - 

Winter 2003 - Macaroca Lodge -  A Hot new Fishery in Northern Brazil  Beautiful white sand beaches and clear black water provide an 
extraordinary setting at this comfortable, air-conditioned lodge. 
Enjoy the laid-back atmosphere while catching excellent 
numbers (20 -30 /day) with an unusually high percentage of 
medium to large fish (10 to 20 pounds).   

Jan. 22nd, 2003 Jan. 31 6 days of  fishing  Lower  $2995 - 2 openings - 

Jan. 22nd, 2003 Jan. 31 6 days of  fishing  Upper  $2995 - 2 openings - 

Winter 2003 - Giant Peacock Bass - Fly-in Luxury Yacht Safari   The Rio Urubaxi/Paduari region is a giant fish river with enor-
mous average sizes.  20 pounders are common here!  This top-
water oriented system has yielded a 26 and 1/2 pound monster!     
Recommended for anglers seeking a trip a notch above the rest.   

Feb. 8th, 2003 Feb. 17th 6½ days of fishing  Brazil $3450 -  open - 

Winter 2003 - EXPLORATORY TRIPS - NEW!  
Depart Return Days of Fishing Location Price Availability We’ve discovered two exciting new rivers in the Amazon.  The 

Jatapo holds a remarkable variety of gamefish, including pea-
cocks, payara, trairaõ, giant catfish and more.  The Urariquera 
holds big payara, big pacu, and giant catfish.  Both trips will be 
limited to a small group of hardy travelers.  We’ll camp on the 
banks, explore, catch our meals and share a unique experience.   

Explore new rivers - Fish for payara, peacocks, trairaõ, giant catfish & more  
Jan. 15th, 2003 Jan. 23rd 5 days of fishing  Urariquera $2500 - 2 openings - 

Jan 30th, 2003  Feb. 6th 5 days of fishing  Urariquera $2500 - 1 opening - 

Winter 2003 - FRESHWATER DORADO TRIP 
Depart Return Days of Fishing Location Price Availability The crystal clear Iberá Marsh is a spectacular wildlife reserve 

brimming with capybara, caiman and untold numbers of birds.  
The  Marsh yields plenty of dorado into the 20-pound class.   
Good numbers  are hooked daily and everyone on the trip raves 
about the experience!   

Winter 2003 - Golden Freshwater Dorado in the Iberá Marsh — Argentina  

Mar. 7th, 2003 Mar. 14th 5½ days of fishing  Argentina $3250 - 6 openings - 

Winter 2003 - PAYARA TRIPS  
Depart Return Days of Fishing Location Price Availability 

Description  
During the dry season, payara pursue huge schools of bait fish 
up the river to the spectacular rocky Falls.  Excellent daily catch 
averages (typically 10 - 30/day) and more trophies (up to 40 
pounds) than anywhere else in the world  

Winter 2003 - Payara at Uraima Falls, Venezuela -  World Record Class   
Mar. 15th, 2003 Mar. 22nd 5½ days of fishing  Venezuela $3250 - FULL  - 

Winter 2003 -  PEACOCK BASS TRIPS - BRAZIL 

Mar. 21st, 2003 Mar. 28th 5½ days of fishing  Venezuela $3250 - 6 openings - 

Feb. 15th, 2003 Feb. 24th 6½ days of fishing  Brazil $3450 - 3 openings - 


